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l=Unacceptable  2=Acceptable 3=Good  4=VeryGood 5:=Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Ability to maintain or improve strong relationships with:

'  Town Council (responsiveness to concerns)
'  External entities  such  as  UNH,  town  businesses,

etc.

4.8

4.8

4.8

4.8

4.8

'  Town department heads and staff
'  Town committees  and  boards

'  Serves citizens effectively and efficiently i
l

T
Financial oversight:

'  Financial performance  of  the Town

'  Fiscal responsibility

'  Budget (process, preparation, dissemination)
* a Budget (creation of budget within Council

l guidelines)
' AeccOcno0mmp.IICishremlaetnl0tnosfhmlpeWan,hingUfNulHmodifications in the

4.7

5

5

4.9

4.7

Leadership:

'  Provides clear guidance to the Council on all
issues

'  Provides effective management of town staff and
, departments

4.6

4.5

4.3

4.5

4.3



Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if you wish. Evaluation forms  are
due to Kitty  Marple  not  later  than
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Wayne Burton

l=Unacceptable  2=Acceptable 3=Good  4=VeryGood 5=Excellent



Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if you wish. Evaluation forms  are
duetoKittyMarplenotlaterthanF  Y  N  A Y 1



ANNUAL  EVALUATION  OF  TODD  SELIG
2019

Narrative:

ln a year when resident emotions ran high on so many issues, from placing wind turbines to
protecting Great Bay from undue damage while doing best he could by those most directly
affected by the transmission line installation constructed by Eversource, Administrator Selig
worked very hard while keeping his cool on a myriad of pro)ects and initiatives. Most
remarkably, he kept up with many issues simultaneously while bringing recognition to the town
through his efforts state-wide, nationally  and this, year internationally through his trip to the
Middle  East.

His last quarterly update on the extent he accomplished his annual goals, includes about three
dozen initiatives/pro)ects all of  which he either completed or made significant progress on. While
it's true his hard-working staff deserve great acclaim also, the administrator must keep them
organized and motivated while doing the same for himself. That  the town government
accomplishes so much with Iimited resources is a tribute to all of them deserving of  our undying
gratitude.

Wayne Burton



ANNUAL  EVALUATION  OF  TODD  SELIG
Andrew  Corrow  Submission  -  2019

1=-Unacceptable  2=Acceptable 3=Good  4=VeryGood 5=Excellent



Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if you wish. Evaluation forms  are
duetoKittyMarplenotiaterthanFRD  N  RY 1 .

l have worked very closely with To6d as a member of the Council and various Boards,
Committees and Commissions for nearly a decade.

Overall l believe Mr. Selig has been a phenomenal Town Administrator for this past year
and for the nearly 10 years I have Iived tn thts community. Many of the decisions that the Town
Administrator is required to make are not easy ones. Many are unpopular and are routinely
questroned by residents. That rs understandable. It  comes with the territory. The "holiday tree"
issue was one of the more challenging issues of this past year. With this issue came personal
attacks on the Council and on TA Selig. l  am always rmpressed with the way Mr. Selig handles
himself in situations such as this. Impressed because l know l would not be able to do that. My
default is always to attack. Of  course l would not be a good TA. ln situations such as this it
solidifies in my mind that he is the right person for this position.

l feel Mr. Selig executes his duties ensuring the interests of the town are paramount.
Mr. Selig is very approachable and accessible to all; Town sta,fi, residents  and members of
Boards, Committees and Comrmssions...even the residents that are less than respectful. Mr.
Selig takes the time to individually thank everyone that sends an e-mail suggestion whether it is
criticism or praise. I admire that.

Mr. Selig is technically competent in his craft. As  a result he is always able to provide
excellent critical analysis and clear recommendations to the Town Council. Whether or not l
agree with his recommendations (which l typically do) they are a!ways weil thought out anu
have considered 2d and 3d order effects of a particular issue. l  for one rely on his ability to
tease out what is important with an issue. He routinely thinks of angles that I have not even
imagined. This has been extremely important to me and l'm sure the entire Council. His nearly
20 years of dealing with the issues of our community and our relationship with the University are
an incredible asset to the Town. He is very proactive to ensure that the goals and vision of the
Town are met. His most recent trip to Baltimore is evidence of this. He literally is going out of
his way to help foster economic development.

l believe we, as a Town, are a!so blessed that Mr. Selig has been in this positron this
Iong. He provides the continuity for the Council on all issues.



I know  I am supposed  to place  numbers  in each  line  of  the matrix, but  l am not  sure  that  the
tabulated small  changes  are helpful. Here a some brief  thoughts  on the major  categories.

Ability  to  maintain  or  improve  strong  relationships  with:4

ln my mind, this is the most important part of the job. Durham's  mix of UNH students, families,
and retirees make working together a challenge. Todd has done a nice job encouraging us to
get to know each other and foster collaboration. Friday Updates is a valuable resources for de-
Iivering communities news. One important consideration going forward is to listen to all of
Durham  and  not  the  voices  of  select  few.

Financial oversight:5

The Town Budget  process has been excellent. Despite the paper, the budget books really pro-
vide a detailed user friendly explanation of  the plan for the fiscal year. Todd and Gail have been
open to suggestions, and the finished product manages to balance the fiscal responsibility  with
Town Council goals.

Leadership:  3

The seasonal nature of Durham's downtown remains a significant challenge. Newmarket, Ex-
eter, and Dover have all experienced significant revitalization, yet  despite efforts to encourage
residents to shop Iocally, Durham has lagged behind. Moving the Economic Development Di-
rectors's office out of the basement and incorporating her in the building/planning team is an
encouraging step. Rather than working in isolation, we need to examine how other communities
have successfully  used zoning  and incentives.

Challenges  to  the  Status  Quo:  3.5

As I mentioned above, Durham's  mix of Iong time residents, families, and students make
changes to the status quo extremely difficult. Todd has taken a very conservative approach to
navigating this minefield, but  sometimes taking a risk is needed to move durham forward.
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1 =  Unacceptable 2  = Acceptable 3 = Good 4 = Very  Good 5 =  Excellent



Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if you wish. Evaluation forms are due to
Kitty Marple  not  Iater  than



ANNUAL  EVALUATION  OF  TODD  SELIG
2019

l=Unacceptable 2=Acceptable 3=Good  4=VeryGood 5:Excellent



Initiative:

'  Proposes appropriate initiatives/strategic direction
to the  Council

'  Is  timely in follow up reports to Council initiatives x

'  Accomplishment of Council's goals and objectives x

'  Ability to be a visionary for future community
planning

x

Other:

'  Appropriately challenges  the status  quo x

'  Willingness to challenge and support his
convictions

x

'  Appropriate allocation of time and energies,
including delegating non-essential tasks

x

Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if you wish. Evaluation forms  are
due to Kitty  Marple  not  later  than .
Todd Selig has proven, time and again, his ability to manage town affairs. His 20 years of
experience have enhanced his capabilities. He maintains honest, open, civil discourse with his
employees and residents. Although people do not always agree with his decision making, I feel
that he always has the best interests of the town as a whole in mind.

Todd's energy Ievel has remained high, taking on tasks with relative enthusiasm, even when
faced with relentless negative feedback from certain residents. This kind of dedication is hard to
maintain over  the many years he and several of his Iong term employees have served. l  hope it
is due to the fact that he and others know that they are appreciated by most residents.

I gave Todd slightly kmer marks in the area of boards and committees because he has allowed
committees to proceed at their own speed, even if they are not accomplishing much. I do not
expect committees to be constantly producing content but Todd does not have as much
influence with them as implied in the bullets above.

The financial  connection  with  UNH  is  scored  lower  because  there  has  not  been  much

movement in that area of Iate. Future mutually beneficial development projects are barely in the
initial planning phase and may not be realized for quite a while. UNH does continue to share in
combined expenses (water, sewer, road maintenance etc) and l appreciate all of the work done
behind the scenes to maintain a positive relationship

Todd Selig is still an exceedingly effective manager. He has embraced new  tasks and
harnessed money from Eversource to begin the difficult process of improving the Great Bay
estuary, an important  piece of infrastructure in the fight against climate change. These kinds of
initiatives are a regular part of Todd's management portfolio.

am proud to work alongside Todd Selig and look forward to supporting him and his team.



ANNUAL  EVALUATION  OF  TODD  SELIG

2019

1 = Unacceptable  2  = Acceptable 3 = Good 4 = Very Good 5 = Excellent

1 2 3 4 5 N/A
Ability to maintain  or  improve strong relationships  with: / '- '

* Town Council (responsiveness to concerns) / e

* External entities such as UNH, town businesses, etc. !
* Town department heads and staff %
* Town committees  and boards /-
* Serves citizens effectively  and efficiently /

Financial oversight:

* FinancialperformanceoftheTown I,
* Fiscal responsibility }

* Budget (process, preparation,  dissemination) J

* Budget (creation of  budget within Council guidelines) !
* Accomplishment of  meaningful modifications  in the

economic relationship  with UNH
/

Leadership:
* Provides clear guidance to the Council on all issues /
* Provides effective management  of  town staff  and

departments
/

@ Improvestheperformanceoftownstaff,whenneeded.
When necessary, has removed individuals  who have
failed to perform  consistent  with  their  job description
and/or compensation

/

* Competency in human resource area with  new hires
during his administration

[
* Provides Ieadership and support  to town committees

and boards  as necessary. i
Initiative:

* Proposes appropriate initiatives/strategic direction to
the  Council /

* Is  timely  in follow  up reports  to Council initiatives /
* Accomplishment of  Council"s goals and objectives i/

* Ability to be a visionary for  future  community  planning J

Other:

* Appropriately challenges the status quo [
* Willingness to challenge and support  his convictions /
* Appropriate allocation of  time and energies, including

delegating non-essential tasks {

l  a,1 n ge)

Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if  you wish. Evaluation forms are due to Kitty
Marple not later than FRIDAY JANUARY 31 2020.
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ANNUAL  EVALUATION  OF  TODD  SELIG

2019

1 = Unacceptable  2  = Acceptable 3 =  Good 4 = Very  Good 5 = Excellent



Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if you wish. Evaluation forms are due to Kitty Marple not
later  than  FRIDAY  JANUARY  31 2020.

Over all I see Todd Selig as an outstanding town administrator and consider Durham to be very fortunate to have him as
an employee and resident. Most of the opinions above are marked as excellent because l truly do feel Todd performs at a
high Ievel of ability and deserves an excellent rating. Todd's experience in Durham should reflect nothing less than
excellent. There are a few areas I have marked as "very good" which should not be taken as to reflect any
disappointment in how Todd manages these areas. In my evaluation last year i asked that Todd challenge himself more in
dealing with the status CILIO and l do feel he has done that. This is something l would encourage Todd to continue to do.
feel the established way of doing things in Durham needs to be challenged but also the established perspective needs
shaking up. There are autornatic walls that too often corne up when discus;ing things such parking, UNH, zoning/land
use and those walls need to be giveri Iess importance . As a newcomer to Durham I have a very different perspective
because l bring other recent experience and see through fi-esh glasses. There have been many new people move into
Durham and thankfully  many of them have chosen to bring their  energies to the table, this is a resource that  should be
heard from and encouraged as rruich as possible.
As to the delegation of time, I am often amazed at how Todd finds time to respond so extensively to the emails he often
receives. l do assume that he gets far more than he shares with Council and ttiat  he is choosing wisely as to his time
management however, there are times when l feel too much attention is given. That is my opinion thus the very  good

Thank you ,
Sally Tobias
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ANNUAL  EVALUATION  OF  TODD  SELIG

2019

1 2 3 4 5 i N/A
Ability to mai;tain or improve strong relationships with:

* Town Council (responsiveness to concerns) l /'-

* External entities  such as UNH, town  businesses,  etc. l X

*Town-departmentheads'andstaff  -'  - X

* Town committees  and  boards l ,

* Serves citizens effectively and efficiently l
l 7

Financial oversight:
* Financial peformance of the Town ;r

* Fiscal -responsibility -7='-

* Budget (process, preparation, dissemination) l .. l
IX

* -' Budget (creatio-n of budget within Council guidel!'nes)l 7

* Accomplishment of meaningful modifications in the
economic relationship  with  UNH l

Leadership:

* Providesclearguidancetothe'CouncQlonallissues l 7
* Provideseffectivemanagementoftownstaffand

departments
* lmproves the performance of town staff, when needed.

When necessary, has removed individuals who have
failed to perform consistent with their  job description
and/or compensation

l 7'

* Competency in human resource area with new hires
during his administration

l

l

7=-

-* Provides-Ieadership and support to town committees
and boards  as necessary.

'%
l

lnitiative:

* Proposes appropriate initiatives/strategic direction to
the  Council

* Is  timely in follow  up reports to Council initiatives >

* Accomplishment of Council's goals a.nd objectives 7'

* Ability  to be a visionary for future community planning 7'

Other: j

* Appropriately challenges the status quo :A
* Willingness to challenge and support his convictions l 7'

* Appropriate allocation of  time and energies, including
delegating non-essential tasks

l

,X

1 = Unacceptable 2  = Acceptable 3 = Good 4  = Very  Good 5 =  Excellent

Provide additional written evaluation below or separately if you wish. Evaluation forms are due to Kitty
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I will  follow  former Councilor  Katrek's lead and build my 2019-2020 review
off of last year's assessment, since there is much that I could repeat, and it is
not necessary to extoll  Todd's virtues and repetitively mention the same
issues year after yeap; I  will  note my new comments in red, and erase prior
comments that are no longer appropriate.

Todd is wise, intelligent,  friendly,  hard-working, highly  ethical and
extremely patient. The Town of Durham is very lucky to have him, although
of course there are some areas of  potential improvement.

Todd presented a tiglit  budget that was reasonable, even though it  did not
meet the town goal of  avoiding a percentage tax increase. While Todd could
have been even stricter in containing budget requests, the final  budget came
very close to matching the key desires of  town residents.

Todd was sensitive in dealing with the holiday  tree  question. Although  the
final choices, driven by the committee, were relatively  minor, they were
controversial, and Todd made a slight but reasonable change in regard to the
wreathes, that helped to placate tliose who were opposed to any change.

Todd provided the town with  his usual exceptional performance. Looking
forward, he can now move to fuither  strengthen his municipal team. While
Chief Kurz, Mike  Lyncli  and others may be difficult  to replace, Todd has an
oppoitunity to insure that the town staff  is improving  in all areas, as life  will
certainly become even more complicated and difficult  in the years ahead.

I believe  that  Todd  still  needs  to  work  to ensure  that  the 15 tlie  inforrnation

the council receives from  town staff  is accurate and timely, and 2) that the
town maximizes efforts to raise non-tax revenue to help keep the tax rate
down. Todd gets kudos for supporting a very cost-efficient and
operationally effective addition to the police station, and for promoting

I J 0  -----0
Friday Updates.

In terrns of  development, the town will  benefit long-terrn from the addition
of  the Riverwoods facility. However, Mill  Plaza is still  under discussion,
and 66 Main  Street continues to be a major disappointment, marring  Main
Street with a trash-filled cheaply-fenced eyesore for  many years now.



Although Todd is not directly responsible far i!'i:s: sitiaatioris, it  would be
wonderful if  he could reproduce the magic he demonstrated with the
development of  Madbury Commons, which has and likely  will  continue to
have a very positive impact on the town for  years to come.

significant efforts to maintain a fair and collegial partnership on many
issues, and to build  :iri effective reiatiorr;hip witli  the new president. rThe
difficulty of  mixing student and town lifestyles is problematic but has


